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A Multizone Cerebellar Chip for Bioinspired Adaptive Robot
Control and Sensorimotor Processing
Emma D. Wilson, Tareq Assaf, Jonathan M. Rossiter, Paul Dean, John Porrill,
Sean R. Anderson and Martin J. Pearson
Abstract
The cerebellum is a neural structure essential for learning, which is connected via multiple
zones to many different regions of the brain, and is thought to improve human performance in a
large range of sensory, motor and even cognitive processing tasks. An intriguing possibility for the
control of complex robotic systems would be to develop an artificial cerebellar chip with multiple
zones that could be similarly connected to a variety of subsystems to optimize performance. The
novel aim of this paper, therefore, is to propose and investigate a multizone cerebellar chip applied
to a range of tasks in robot adaptive control and sensorimotor processing. The multizone cerebellar
chip was evaluated using a custom robotic platform consisting of an array of tactile sensors driven
by dielectric electroactive polymers mounted upon a standard industrial robot arm. The results
demonstrate that the performance in each task was improved by the concurrent, stable learning
in each cerebellar zone. This paper, therefore, provides the first empirical demonstration that a
synthetic, multizone, cerebellar chip could be embodied within existing robotic systems to improve
performance in a diverse range of tasks, much like the cerebellum in a biological system.
1 Introduction
The importance of cerebellar function can be inferred from the estimate that the cerebellum contains
80% of neurons in the human brain [1]. Interestingly, a single cerebellar microcircuit, with virtually
identical neuronal circuitry, is repeated throughout the entire cerebellar cortex [2]. Despite this uni-
formity the cerebellum is implicated in a multitude of diverse tasks. It is traditionally regarded as a
motor control structure, capable of adaptively modulating motor commands by providing corrections
required for accurate movements [2, 3, 4]. There is also mounting evidence indicating that the cere-
bellum is involved in sensory processing, sensory perception and cognitive functions (such as emotion
and language) [5, 6, 7, 8].
The microcircuit regularity of cerebellar cortex implies that the same basic signal processing al-
gorithm is implemented by each region of the cerebellum (a microzone), whether used for control of
reflexive or voluntary movements, sensory noise cancellation, or higher functions such as language.
The combination of general applicability with uniformity suggests that functional differences between
cerebellar microzones emerge from differences in the input and output connectivity [9, 10, 2]. This
has brought about the ‘chip’ metaphor of cerebellar organisation, where the function of each region
depends on both the uniform internal algorithm implemented by all chips, and on the architecture
in which the chip is embedded (e.g. external connections, which differ dependent on function). The
observation that cerebellar lesions impair but do not abolish function indicates that the cerebellum is
not the sole pathway subserving each particular function, suggesting that the cerebellum modulates a
range of behaviours and generally optimises performance [11, 5]. Prior research has also shown that
serial, or tandem learning enables efficient learning in the cerebellum [12].
Engineering control solutions are often designed on a case-by-case basis and optimised to a specific
task. When controlling nonlinear, multi-degree of freedom, compliant, soft robots this is a non-trivial
problem. Neural control strategies, implemented by structures including the cerebellum, have evolved
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over long periods of time to deal with compliant, nonlinear materials such as muscle and biological
systems are able to achieve remarkable levels of control performance despite using a relatively flat
and homogenous structure. A synthetic, uniform cerebellar chip algorithm that could be plugged into
existing systems to fine tune and improve the performance in a range of tasks, much like the cerebellum
in the biological system, has great potential for robotic applications. Such an algorithm could greatly
reduce initial control design effort and reduce the need for extensive offline system identification.
This is because initial control structures would need only to provide an approximate solution (e.g.
the brainstem in motor plant compensation only approximates the dynamics of the plant) and the
adaptive cerebellar element could fine tune this control. Such a cerebellar chip would be especially
useful in lightweight, multi-dimensional, anthropomorphic robots, where considerable control efforts
are needed.
Therefore, an intriguing possibility for the control of complex robotic systems with multiple degrees
of freedom is an artificial ‘cerebellar chip’ that could be plugged into existing control systems to
fine-tune and improve performance in a wide range of tasks. Previous work in robotics has used
cerebellar-inspired algorithms to provide adaptive solutions for robot control in single applications
including variable stiffness, lightweight actuators with varying dynamics [13, 14, 15] especially in the
context of robot arm control [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. Cerebellar inspired models have also been
applied in robotics to locomotion [23], collision, or obstacle avoidance, tasks [19, 24, 25, 26, 27], to
gaze stabilisation tasks [19, 28, 29], to the adaptive cancellation of self-generated sensory signals [30],
and to provide anticipatory control [31]. However, cerebellar-inspired control algorithms have not yet
been tested through simultaneous application of the same microzone algorithm to a range of different
tasks within a single robotic system. Even in cases when the same model has been applied to different
sensorimotor tasks in a robotic system [30, 28, 19], this has not been done simultaneously.
The novel aim of this paper is to propose and investigate simultaneous learning in multiple mi-
crozones of cerebellar microcircuity applied to different tasks in motor control and sensory processing
within a robotic system. The impact of interactions between algorithms applied to each distinct task
is investigated for the first time here. This paper, therefore, represents an essential step towards
developing a cerebellar chip for robotic systems.
The cerebellar microzones were each based on the adaptive filter model of the cerebellum [32, 33],
itself derived from the original Marr-Albus models [3, 4]. This algorithm is computationally powerful
and is widely used in the analysis of cerebellar function [33, 34]. It can represent both forward and
inverse models [9], and has been evaluated in a range of robotic tasks, including image stabilisation
[28], reafferent noise cancellation [30] and both linear and nonlinear control of artificial muscle [35, 36].
The following three robot tasks were chosen to investigate: (i) control of an array of artificial
whiskers using artificial muscle (trajectory control using motor plant compensation); (ii) removal
of self motion or re-afferent noise from the sensory response of an array of active tactile whisker
sensors (sensory noise cancellation); (iii) the calibration of a head centred map of sensory space to
improve accuracy of directed motor commands toward points of interest in that map (sensorimotor
map calibration). Our design principle, derived from the principle that the same cerebellar algorithm
is used in a wide variety biological tasks, is that there were to be no ad-hoc changes to the algorithm
internal circuitry used in each task.
A custom built robot platform (‘Bellabot’) [37] was used to evaluate the real world performance
of the cerebellar chips. This platform consists of an array of tactile whisker-like sensors driven by
artificial muscle actuators (Dielectric ElectroActive Polymers - DEAPs) mounted as the end-effector of
a standard industrial robot manipulator. DEAPs have inconsistent, time varying, non-linear dynamics
which present a number of control challenges.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. The following sections describe the robotic
tasks, platform, and the adaptive filter model of cerebellar function including its application to these
tasks. The results section provides data on the performance of the cerebellar adaptive filter applied to
each task concurrently, as well as results showing how concurrent learning affects performance. The












Figure 1. a) Summary of the basic robotic task. Each of the three areas (motor compensation,
sensory cancellation and map calibration) where cerebellar control is applied are highlighted. The
robotic platform (Bellabot) used to implement the algorithms is pictured, with a picture of it oriented
to look at a target shown on the right of the figure. b) Whisker module activated by DEAPs. The
figures on the left give a top down view of the whisker module and those on the right a side on view.
Each whisker is activated by two separate actuators (shown in black in top down view). Activation of
each side (indicated by on/off label) sequentially drives the whiskers back and forward. Arrows (shown
in the side on view) indicate the direction of movement resulting from the activation of each actuator.
2 Methods
2.1 Robotic tasks
The three tasks (trajectory control using motor plant compensation, sensory noise cancellation, sen-
sorimotor map calibration) were carried out using the robotic platform ‘Bellabot’ (details given in the
subsequent section). These tasks were chosen as they are distinct, difficult tasks. They are modeled on
the behaviour of whiskered rodents attending to points of salient contact made by their whiskers [38].
Challenges include, non-linearities and time variations in the motor plant and reafferent response, and
mapping of points of whisker contacts to the true head centred topographic location.
The Bellabot platform used an array of artificial whiskers, mounted upon a manipulator, to detect
novel tactile targets. The location of the detected targets was represented in a topographic map of
whisker sensory space and then used to drive orienting movements towards the target. Accuracy of the
orienting movements was assessed using a camera located at the centre of the whisker array. Orienting
errors were used to update learning in a cerebellar module calibrating the topographic map. Additional
cerebellar modules were used to control the trajectory of each whisker (modeled on rodent whisking
behaviour [39]) and to remove re-afferent, self-induced noise signals from each whisker during target
detection. A picture of the robot platform and summary of the three basic tasks in the context of
detecting and orienting towards novel objects is given in Fig. 1a and the individual whisker module in
Fig. 1b. To evaluate the performance of each adaptive filter over time data were obtained while the
Bellabot cyclically performed four sequential behaviours: explore, recoil, orient and reset. The full
protocol duration was 40 minutes, during which these four cyclic behaviours were repeated.
Before each trial a small ball (target), mounted upon a clamp stand, was placed in front of the
platform (see left hand picture in Fig. 1a). This was placed approximately 200-300mm out, within
a radius of 100mm from the centre of the camera. During the explore behaviour (average duration
4.5 secs/ cycle), the array of whiskers were actively driven with the noise cancelling and trajectory
tracking chips active and learning.
The manipulator was moved forward until a contact was made by one of the whiskers (if no
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contact was made the Bellabot was reset and the target re-placed). During the contact (i.e. when
the deflection signal was above threshold) learning was gated, and the adaptive filter weights were not
updated. Detected targets were read from the 2D topographic map of whisker sensory space.
After contact the recoil behaviour (average duration 8.3 secs/ cycle) was initiated, where the
robot moved backwards a safe distance from the target. During the recoil behaviour active whisking
continued, with the noise cancelling and trajectory tracking chips active and learning (to increase the
time period for learning Cm and Cs weights - Sections 2.4, 2.5).
The head was then moved to orient (average duration 5.9 secs/ cycle) such that the centre mounted
camera was directed towards the estimated target point in space as determined from the head centred
topographic map of the whisker sensory space.
At the end of the orienting movement an image of the ball was captured from the camera. A
coloured blue ball (that differed from the colours in the background) was used as a target. The centre
of the target was then calculated from the image as the centre of mass of the blue area of pixels. This
estimated target location was used to obtain the target acquisition error and update the weights of the
map-calibration adaptive filters. During image capture the whiskers were held stationary and the noise
cancelling and trajectory tracking adaptive filters were not active, and filter weights not updated. The
Bellabot was then reset and the platform returned to its original start configuration before beginning
another trial.
Between trials the contact ball was relocated pseudo-randomly such that different whiskers were
contacted in subsequent cycles, with a similar number of total contacts being made on each whisker.
To simplify the experiments, we only considered cases where the inner circle of eight whiskers were
contacted (contacting just the inner eight whiskers was decided as a trade-off between testing the
map calibration algorithms works and limiting the length of experiments to keep manageable). The
behavioural cycle was repeated 85 times to obtain a rich set of data to calibrate the topographic map.
2.2 Robotic Platform
A custom built robotic platform was used to evaluate the real world performance of each task. The
Bellabot (Fig. 1a) platform consisted of an array of 20 DEAP actuated whiskers surrounding a central
camera, mounted on a 5 degree-of-freedom industrial manipulator (ABB - IRB120) (for further details
see [40, 37]).
Each DEAP driven whisker was made of a single conical membrane with two carbon grease elec-
trodes printed onto the membrane. The whisker actuation was constrained to 1-dof, and whisker
deflections and rotations were measured using Tri-axis Hall effect sensors. Signals from these sensors
were sampled at 500Hz and passed via USB to an external computer. Motor commands to move
each whisker were relayed from this computer and converted to the high voltages required for DEAP
actuation.
A standard USB camera mounted at the centre of the whisker array was used to capture a series
of images at the end of an orienting movement to calculate errors in the x−, y− directions, i.e. the
difference between the centre of the image (desired position) and the centre of the object actually
oriented to (actual position).
The coordination of motor command and sensory response to and from the platform was main-
tained using the BRAHMS modular execution framework [41]. BRAHMS was developed specifically
to integrate heterogeneous models of neural components by providing standardised interfaces and
maintaining synchronous communication and execution across these models suitable for application in
hard-real-time constrained robot control. The core of BRAHMS was written and compiled using C++,
however, it has numerous language wrappers for users to adopt including, python, C# and MATLAB,
and can be deployed using MPI for parallel compute environments. In this study the cerebellar micro-
circuits were coded using C++ and the interface to robot control modules in C#, offline data analysis
was performed using MATLAB. Raw sensory data gathered from the whisker array was sampled and
marshaled at 500Hz before being downsampled to 25Hz for presentation to the modularlized algorithms














Figure 2. The cerebellar microcircuit as an adaptive filter. (a) Simplified cerebellar microcircuit. (b)
Interpretation of the cerebellar microcircuit as an adaptive filter. Mossy fibre inputs (u) are analysed
into component parallel fibre signals (gi) in the granule layer by a bank of fixed filters. We use a bank
of fixed alpha basis filters (see Eq. 6). These parallel fibre signals are weighted (wi) and recombined to
give the Purkinje cell output (z). (c) The cerebellar microcircuit as an adaptive filter with additional
Q matrix applied to filter outputs (gi) to approximately orthonormalise into parallel fibre signals (pi).
In the basic cerebellar microcircuit (Fig. 2a) there are two input pathways (climbing fibres and
mossy fibres) and a single output (Purkinje cells). In the adaptive filter model of cerebellar function
(Fig. 2b), mossy fibre inputs are analysed into component parallel fibre signals which are weighted
(parallel fibre - Purkinje cell synapses) and recombined to form the Purkinje cell output. The climbing
fibre inputs are a teaching or error signal, used to train the weights of parallel fibre-Purkinje cell
synapses [32, 33]. An extension to the adaptive filter model (Fig. 2c) used here, includes a fixed
matrix Q to orthonormalise1 signals and speed up learning.
In interpreting the cerebellar microcircuit as an adaptive filter, the time-varying signals carried
by mossy fibre inputs to the cerebellum are represented at sample time T as u(T ) (for clarity only
a single input is considered here, i.e. the number of mossy fibre inputs nu = 1). These inputs are
passed through a basis of n fixed filters Gi to produce signals g1(T ), g2(T ), ..., gnp(T ) (where np is the
number of parallel fibre signals, in this single mossy fibre input case np = n, for cases where there are
more mossy fibre inputs np = n× nu). A fixed matrix Q is used to orthonormalise signals to produce
1This orthonormlisation step is described in further detail in [36]. Although necessary to speed up learning, the use
of a fixed matrix is not a biologically plausible mechanism and future work is required to establish how biology solves
the problem of fast learning
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parallel fibre signals p1(T ), p2(T ), ..., pnp(T ). These parallel fibre signals synapse on Purkinje cells to









wipi(T ) = w
T
p (1)
where wi gives the weight of the i
th parallel fibre-Purkinje cell synapse and Qi,j is the (i, j) element
of matrix Q, additionally w and p denote a vector of weights and parallel fibre signals respectively,
where w = [w1, w2, ..., wnp ] and p = [p1(T ), p2(T ), ..., pnp(T )].
The climbing fibre input is interpreted as a teaching, or error signal (e) that adapts these synaptic
weights using the decorrelation learning rule. This is a computationally powerful rule for supervised
learning [42] that minimises the mean squared error and is guaranteed to converge to the optimal
solution for an appropriate error signal [43]. It is equivalent to the least mean squares (LMS) rule from
adaptive control theory [44]. Filter weights are adjusted by,
δwi = −βepi (2)
where β is a positive learning rate parameter.
This basic adaptive filter interpretation of the cerebellar microcircuit is used for each of the three
robotic tasks (trajectory control, noise cancellation, map calibration), with each particular task spec-
ified by the external connections of the adaptive filter circuit (section 2.7).
2.4 Trajectory control
The biohybrid scheme for controlling the whisker rotation angle (ψa) uses a form of motor plant
compensation based on that implemented by the vestibular ocular reflex (VOR), and shown in Fig.
3a. It extends the basic VOR circuit by adding a reference model (M) to specify the desired response
of the controlled system, which enables the plant-compensation algorithm to function independently
of the order of the plant [36]. The reference signal input to the trajectory control scheme is given as r
(Fig. 3a) and the aim is to track the signal da, which is given as the signal r filtered through M.
An individual whisker was driven by two separate DEAP actuators to give a one degree of freedom
whisker angle response, meaning that each whisker was an over-actuated, redundant system. To
simplify the redundancy problem we coupled the inputs to the two actuators, so they were specified by
a single variable. A fixed tonic input, c0 (c0 = 0.5) was sent to each actuator, and the driving signal
input to each actuator set to c0 − u, and c0 + u where u is the motor command (Fig. 3a).
The mean of the whisker angle signals was tracked and removed to give the controlled whisking
angle (ψa), so in effect just the amplitude and frequency of whisking were controlled. This was done
to compensate for asymmetry and initial offsets in the whisker responses.
As indicated in Fig. 3a, plant compensation was provided by both a fixed element B (correspond-
ing to the brainstem in oculomotor plant compensation), and a recurrently connected adaptive filter
element Cm (corresponding to the cerebellum). B was designed to provide approximate, under-gained
compensation of the average whisker angle plant (Pa) and Cm used to fine tune this control (further






1− a1q−1 − a2q−2
(3)
where q−1 is the backward shift operator and γ a vector of filter parameters, here γ = [b0 b1 b2 a1 a2] =[0.012
0.015 -0.0033 1.64 -0.65]. These parameters were estimated by performing a least squares fit to
input (u), output (ψa) data collected from all whiskers. Here, the whisker input signals were coloured
noise, generated by low-pass filtering psudo-random white noise with range 0-1 using a 1Hz filter cut-
off. This fit gave an approximate estimate of the plant Pa. The brainstem parameters were then
















Figure 3. Architectures for implementing different tasks. To split the motor command (u) into
signals to drive each actuator a fixed tonic input c0 (c0 = 0.5) was used and the input to actuator 1
given as ua1 = c0 − u and to actuator 2 as ua2 = c0 + u. (a) Trajectory control scheme (based on the
VOR). Control of the whisker angle (where Pa is a plant that describes the whisker angle response
to motor inputs) is provided by a combination of a fixed feedforward brainstem element (B), and
recurrently connected cerebellar element (Cm). A reference model (M) is used to specify the desired
behaviour of the controlled plant. (b) Novelty detection scheme with noise canceling adaptive filter.
The adaptive cerebellar filter (Cs) learns to remove components of the whisker deflection signals (ψv)
that are correlated with motor commands (reafferent noise cancellation). Pd is a plant that describes
the whisker deflection response to inputs. (c) Map calibration control scheme. The accuracy of a 2D
topographic, tactile map of the environment is improved using two adaptive cerebellar filters. The
adaptive filters Cx and Cy learn to shift the map in the x− and y− directions respectively to improve
the accuracy of orients to novel events in the map.
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where γ = [ρ0 α0]= [0.33 0.67] (for further details on the use of a reference model to extend the VOR
control scheme see [36]).








where the superscript a is used to indicate the general signals introduced in Section 2.3 here correspond
to trajectory tracking task signals. Within Cm the fixed filters G (Fig. 2b,c) were implemented by two
alpha functions (critically damped 2nd order filters) with time constants of 0.05, and 0.5 sec. These






















where Gi is the i
th basis filter, Ti the time constant, and dt the sampling period (0.04s). The fixed








and was designed off-line to exactly orthonormalise the filtered brainstem output when there is no
cerebellar contribution (for further details on the design of this matrix see [36]).
A major advantage of the recurrent architecture shown in Fig 3b is that it allows sensory errors to
be used to drive adaptation of the adaptive filter weights directly, rather than requiring an estimate of
the unobservable motor errors [45]. The learning rule to estimate adaptive filter weights (from initially
zero) is
δwa = −βeap̄a (8)
where p̄a is the vector of optimised filter outputs (optimised parallel fibre signals) filtered through
reference model M, wa a vector of corresponding weights (i.e. parallel fibre-purkinje cell synapses),
for the trajectory control task the number of parallel fibre signals per whisker was np = 2. In equation
(8) β is the learning rate (β = 5) and ea is the sensed tracking error, and given as the difference
between measured whisker angle (ψa) and reference model output (da),
ea = da − ψa (9)
2.5 Self noise cancellation
Movement of the robot whiskers generated sensory signals in the whiskers that could mask external
signals (the reafference problem). A noise cancelling scheme (similar to that described in [30]) used the
architecture shown in Fig. 3b to predict the sensory consequences of whisker movement and remove
them from whisker deflection measurements to improve the accuracy of novelty detection.
Whisker deflection signals were measured in 2-dimensions orthogonal to the whisker shaft. These
vector signals were combined to give the overall magnitude of whisker deflection (ψv) for each whisker.
An adaptive cerebellar filter was used to predict the whisker deflections resulting from self-movement
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(i.e. Cs adapted to approximate Pd) and this prediction was subtracted from the actual signal to
provide an estimate of the whisker signals generated by the external world (e.g. contacts with objects).
In this scheme the cerebellar adaptive filter (Cs) also contained a bank of two alpha basis filters








this matrix was again estimated from the filter outputs to the motor command input u prior to any
learning. The optimised parallel fibres in the noise cancelling adaptive filter are given as pv = Qvgv.
The weights of the noise cancelling adaptive filter were learnt using the decorrelation learning rule
to remove correlations between the estimated ex-afferent signal (ŝ) and the parallel fibre signals (pv).
δwv = −βevpv (11)
where the superscript v corresponds to the noise cancellation task signals, wv is a vector of the weights
of the noise cancelling adaptive filter, β the learning rate (β = 5), and ev the error or teaching signal
which is equal to the estimated ex-afferent signal (ev = ŝ). For the self noise cancellation task, the
number of parallel fibres per whisker was np = 2.
A simple threshold element (thd in Fig. 3b) was used to detect novelty. Signals were said to
include novel contacts if the estimated ex-afferent signal (ŝ) was above threshold for a number of
samples. Novel contacts were written into a topographic map and used to drive orienting movement
to the estimated contact location.
2.6 Map calibration
In the third task an adaptive cerebellar filter was required to calibrate a 2D topographic map of
the whisker sensory space that was employed to drive orienting movements to novel targets. The
topographic map was constructed by using a 2D Gaussian function (with centre placed at the assumed
tip of the contacted whisker) to provide a probabilistic representation of the location of detected targets
(Fig. 4a). This location was used to drive the robot orienting movement. At the end of the movement
the target acquisition error (obtained from the camera) was used to drive map calibration. Errors in
the target position were only provided in two dimensions (in-plane with the camera), so the estimated
perpendicular distance to a detected target was fixed at the whisker tip.
The sensory topographic map was initially miscalibrated by artificially adjusting whisker locations
to give a distorted sensory map, and the cerebellar algorithm was required to compensate for these
miscalibrations and reduce target acquisition errors. The map-calibration architecture is shown in
Fig. 3c. Two cerebellar microzones (Cx and Cy) were used to shift the map in the x− and the y−
directions, so for a given sensory map with a target centre at the 2D location (x, y), the cerebellar
bias z = (dx, dy) will shift the map so the target has centre (x + dx, y + dy). The output from each
cerebellar filter effectively slides the map activity across by an amount z = (dx, dy), where the outputs
from each filter are dx and dy.
The inputs to Cx and Cy were a normalised, coarse coded representation of the topographic map
(see Fig. 4), and the error signals (equivalent to climbing-fibre signals) carried information about
movement inaccuracy. For this application the fixed filters Gi in Cx and Cy were represented by a
single unitary gain, so their outputs (equivalent to parallel-fibre signals) were identical to their inputs
(equivalent to mossy-fibre signals). Only a single unitary gain is required as the target was moved in a
pseudo random way between contacts, meaning no predictive information is required. The significance
of the difference in fixed filters (Gi) used here in comparison to in the trajectory control and noise
cancellation schemes is addressed in the discussion.
Both Cx and Cy shift the position of the peak map activity, with the total bias calculated as,
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Figure 4. Example of coarse coding for map calibration. a) Example of 2D topographic map pro-
viding a probabilistic representation of the location of a detected target. b) Coarse-coded, normalised
version of the topographic map, here an 8x8 grid is used to represent the coarse coded image. c)

















where pti is the intensity of the i




, ...., ptnp ] is a vector of the coarse-coded,
normalised parallel fibre representation of the topographic map. Here, the number of parallel fibre
signals are determined from the size of the coarse coded image (e.g. for Fig. 4 np = 8
2). For the





weights for the ith parallel fibre which are used to shift map in x and y directions respectively and
learnt over trials (from initially zero). We assume the error signal inputs to the adaptive filter model
carry information related to the x, y components of target acquisition error so the learning rule for
estimating these weights can be written as
δwx = −0.1βexpt (14)
δwy = −0.1βeypt (15)
where wx and wy are the vectors of the weights used to shift the map in the x− and y− directions
respectively, 0.1β is the learning rate (a factor of 0.1 is included in the learning rate, so that here the
learning rate is 10 times smaller than the learning rate used for trajectory control and noise cancella-
tion). The values ex and ey are the target acquisition errors in the x and y directions respectively.
2.7 Chip Connectivity and Interactions
The architecture for controlling the three tasks concurrently is shown in Fig. 5a. Each of the 20
whiskers on the robotic platform had two cerebellar chips, one for trajectory control and one for
sensory noise cancellation. Two additional chips were used to shift the map in the x, y directions to
correct for errors in orienting towards novel targets.
The output of the brainstem (corrected using the trajectory controller microzones Cmk) feeds
into the microzones for self noise cancellation (Csk), the cleaned deflection signal then feeds into the
mapping algorithm. In other-words trajectory control is followed by self noise cancellation which is
followed by map calibration (as shown in the simplified diagram of Fig. 5b).
A simulation was used to assess the impact of concurrent learning on the performance in each
task. Contacts to just the inner eight whiskers were simulated to match experimental conditions. The
location of each whisker was simulated using the base geometry of the whisker head, whisker geometry
and the current whisking angle. The whisking angle was calculated directly from the motor command














Figure 5. Schematic of the overall control architecture. a) The architecture for implementing the
cerebellar algorithm simultaneously in three distinct areas is shown for k whiskers. For trajectory
control and sensory noise cancellation, 2× k separate cerebellar microzones are used. The microzones
for trajectory control and sensory noise cancellation corresponding to the kth whisker are denoted
Cmk, and Csk respectively. The outputs write into a single topographic map. Two microzones (Cx,
Cy) are used to shift the map in the x, y directions to correct for errors in orienting to novel targets.
b) Pipeline of tasks that the cerebellar algorithm is applied to.
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ψja(T ) = b
ju(T )− ajψja(T − 1) (16)
Where ψja is the angle of whisker j at sample time T , u
j the motor command (or input) to whisker j
and a ∼ N(300, 100), b ∼ N(10, 1.1) model parameters for each whisker.
The motor command was also used to calculate the whisker deflection signal. This was done using
the following,
ψjv(T ) = v
j
s(T ) + v
j
n(T ) (17)
vjs(T ) = rs u(T ) (18)
vjn(T ) =
{
40 rn, if rt > 0.98
0.01 rn, otherwise
(19)
where wjv is the whisker deflection signal for each whisker j, and rs, rt, rn are random values
generated at each step T and for each whisker j. rs is a pseudo random value drawn from the
standard uniform distribution over the range (150,300), rt is a pseudo random value drawn from the
range (0,1), and rn is drawn from the normal distribution rn ∼ N(0, 1).
In the simulation, up to 300 targets, each contacting the tip of one of the eight whiskers randomly,
were simulated over a 30 minute period. The duration of each contact was 2 seconds, and the contact
was simulated through changes to the whisker angle and whisker deflection signals. The angle of the
contacted whisker (ψja) was fixed to that at the start of the contact time. The deflection signal of the
contacted whisker (ψjv) was set to a fixed value of 120.
3 Results
Experimental results from the Bellabot platform for each task are first given, followed by simulated
results on the interactions between microzones.
3.1 Whisker trajectory control
The input reference signal, r, to each whisker controller was a sinusoid of frequency 1Hz and amplitude
5 degrees. Before learning, the response varied significantly between whiskers (Fig. 6a), likely as a
result of both wide manufacturing tolerances leading to differences in response from each whisker, and
of differences in the locations and orientations of the whiskers upon the robot head with respect to
gravity. The cerebellar algorithm was able to compensate for these differences between the whiskers,
so that at the end of learning the responses of each whisker were very similar and closely matched the
desired response (Fig. 6b).
Initial and final responses of a representative individual whiskers are shown in Figs 6c and 6d,
indicating how the algorithm compensated for an initially under-gained and slow response.
The evolution of adaptive filter weights over time for the representative whiskers are shown in Fig.
6f. For the first 500 sec the weights adapt relatively quickly to minimise the tracking error, then
change more slowly presumably to track changes in the whisker dynamics caused by the time varying
properties of the DEAP actuators (‘creep’). Again, this result is typical of each whisker.
Root mean square (RMS) errors, where the error is the difference between the desired and actual
whisker angle response (Eq. (9)), are shown for each whisker in Fig. 6f. The RMS errors, and the
changes in errors over time, are similar for each whisker. On average, the RMS tracking errors are
reduced by 87% when comparing errors during the first 60secs of the trial with errors during the final
60secs.
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Figure 6. Whisker trajectory control using the cerebellar algorithm. The trajectory of each of the 20
whiskers was controlled to follow a 1Hz sine wave. No data are given for whisker 13 as this whisker was
damaged so inactive during the tasks. a) Trajectory of each DEAP whisker before learning, compared
with the desired trajectory ( ). b) Trajectory of each DEAP whisker after learning, compared with
the desired trajectory ( ). c) The desired and actual whisker trajectories for two example whiskers
(whisker 10 and 11) before learning. d) The desired and actual whisker trajectories after learning.
e) Example of learnt adaptive filter weights for two whiskers (whisker 10 and 11). Here, the weights
w1 and w2 correspond to the weighting applied to the parallel fibre signals p1 and p2 respectively. f)
Windowed RMS error for trajectory tracking for every whisker. Errors are averaged over a sliding
window with length 20secs.
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Figure 7. Whisker re-afferent noise cancellation. a) The variance of the whisker deflection signal
(ψv) during active whisking before (·) and after (·) noise cancellation is plotted for every whisker.
No data are plotted for whisker 13, as this whisker was damaged and not active during the tasks.
b) Comparison between percentage change in signal variance after re-afferent noise cancellation and
the maximum value of the cross correlation between the whisker driving signal and total whisker
deflection signal for each whisker (indicated by no.). The reduction in signal variance after re-afferent
noise cancellation is increased in cases where there are stronger correlations between the whisker drive
signal (u) and whisker deflection signal (ψv)
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3.2 Noise Cancellation
In parallel to trajectory control, an additional cerebellar adaptive filter for each whisker was used to
cancel reafferent noise signals. Fig 7a shows the variance of the deflection signal from each whisker
(ψv) during active whisking (and no external contacts) with and without noise cancellation. For
the majority of whiskers the signal variance increased over time in the absence of noise cancellation,
probably because the whisker itself moved more (Fig 6) as a result of adaptive trajectory control. A
similar increase is seen right at the start for some whiskers when noise-cancellation is used, but is then
often followed by a decrease.
On average, the noise cancelling adaptive filter gives a 32% reduction in noise variance in the last
60secs of the trial in comparison to the first 60secs across all whiskers. The noise cancelling adaptive
filter makes a significant improvement and reduced the variance of the deflection signal, by up to 80%
in the cases where the final variance without noise cancellation was large (e.g. whiskers 6, 11, 19) (Fig
7a, b). For cases when the final variance without noise cancellation was already small (e.g. whiskers 3,
4, 5, 19, 12) the noise cancelling adaptive filter did not significantly reduce the noise further (Fig 7a,
b). This was because the noise cancelling adaptive filter only reduced noise that was correlated with
the parallel fibre signals (i.e. filtered motor commands).
When the maximum cross-correlation between the motor command (u) and the whisker deflection
signal (ψv) is plotted for each whisker against the change in variance caused by the noise cancelling
adaptive filter (Fig 7b), it can be seen that when the motor command and deflection signal are well
correlated the noise-cancelling adaptive-filter gives a significant reduction in signal variance, but when
signals are not well correlated the change in variance is small.
3.3 Map Calibration
During the explore phase of testing (Methods), detected contacts with the target were written into a
topographic map of the sensory space, and subsequently used to drive the robot’s orienting response.
The topographic map was initially miscalibrated (Fig. 8a-c) by artificially adjusting the actual whisker
positions (Fig. 8a). The results shown in Fig. 8d indicate how the weight vectors (x− horizontal,
y− vertical) for each cerebellar chip changed as the whiskers made contact with the target in order to
reduce subsequent orienting errors.
The vector combination of the x− and y− weights associated with each coarse coded parallel fibre
at the end of learning is shown in Fig. 8e. The vectors show how the initial, erroneous map is distorted
into a better representation of the actual whisker map. As a result orienting errors are on average
reduced (Fig. 8f). Map calibration gives an 82% reduction in average orienting errors.
Fluctuations between the errors of individual contacts are caused by (i) random changes in the
location of the ball between contacts in different areas of the sensory map, (ii) the fact that the ball
has finite size and the actual location of the whisker upon the ball’s surface is unknown and varies, and
(iii) the fact the location of the contact upon the whisker shaft is unknown and varies. For three of
the contacts the target was incorrectly identified, meaning the camera estimate of the target location
was incorrect, resulting in artificially large errors. These errors are omitted from the results shown in
Fig. 8f.
The learning rate was set low enough such that the occasional artificially large error did not have
much influence on the learned weights. Estimates of the contact locations over time, compared to
the actual position of the whisker tips (Fig. 8g) show that the adaptive cerebellar filters for map
calibration learnt to place the contacts near the actual whisker locations.
3.4 Interactions between microzones
All tasks were tested concurrently by implementing in the robot system. A simulation of the system
was used to investigate the affect on learning and performance of coupling between microzones.
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Figure 8. Map calibration using the cerebellar algorithm. The algorithm was used to correct for
a miscalibrated map of sensory space. Whisker locations were artificially adjusted to give a distorted
sensory map and the cerebellar algorithm used to compensate for these miscalibrations. a) Estimated
x-, y- position of each actual whisker on the robot head. The centre of the head is plotted at the
origin (o) and the location of the base of each whisker shown as a dot. b) Miscalibrated x- y- whisker
positions. c) Comparison of the estimated actual ( ) and miscalibrated ( ) whisker locations.
d) Learned weights in the horizontal (x-weights) and vertical (y-weights) directions for each contact.
Weights were learned using the error in orienting to a contact, with a separate set of weights used to
compensate for errors in the x- and y- directions. e) Learned weights in the sensory head space. The
learnt weights (x- y- weights combined into given vector) at each coarse coded parallel fibre location
(x) after learning are shown. f) Change in errors as the number of contacts increases. The x-errors
(·), y-errors (·) and combined average errors (·) for each contact number are plotted. The solid lines
show a 5-point moving average of the error. In all cases the error decreases over-time as the cerebellar
algorithm learns to compensate for miscalibrations in the sensory map. g) Estimate of whisker contact
locations over time. The estimated actual whisker locations (of the inner circle of eight whiskers –
whiskers 1-8) are plotted in black, the estimated location of contacts when using the miscalibrated
map given in b) are plotted in blue, and the learnt corrected location of these contacts plotted as red
circles (where the size of the red circle increases with the number of contacts). The algorithm learns
to place the contacts at the estimated actual whisker positions over time.
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3.4.1 Effect on Map Calibration
In the overall architecture, self noise cancellation precedes map calibration (see Fig. 5). To demonstrate
the effect of self noise cancellation on map calibration, the scenarios summarised in Table 1 were
simulated. Results from these simulations are shown in Fig. 9. This shows how self noise cancellation
affects the map calibration results when noise simulating false contacts is applied. When there is no
noise simulating false contacts the map calibration results are good: RMS errors are small throughout
(Fig 9b), learned parallel fibre weights shift the map to counteract miscalibrations (Fig. 9c), and
as contacts increase weights change smoothly to reach a steady state value (Fig. 9f). When noise
simulating false contacts is included, and map calibration uses the error signal directly, results are
poor: RMS errors are significant (Fig. 9b), learned parallel fibre signals shift the map in a seemingly
random way (Fig. 9d) and as the number of contacts increases the learned weights seem to change in a
random way and do not reach a steady state as the number of contacts increase (Fig. 9g). The results,
when noise simulating false contacts is included, are improved if the sign of the error signal is used
for map calibration (this prevents large random errors skewing the results): RMS errors are generally
small with occasional high errors caused by the included noise (Fig. 9b), learned parallel fibre weights
shift the map to counteract miscalibrations (Fig. 9e), as contacts increase weights change to reach an
approximate steady state (Fig. 9h – note that the noise in weight change is caused by the additional
simulated noise)
Scenario False contact noise Self-noise cancellation Map calibration
1 No No learning Learning using
error signal








Table 1: Summary of scenarios simulated to show the affect of self-noise cancellation on map calibration
If there are many false positive contacts (which can be caused by self-noise cancellation learning not
being complete), then these can cause large errors and affect the learned weights for map calibration.
This is demonstrated in the poor results shown in Fig. 9d,g). Using the sign of the error signal in the
map calibration learning rule prevents these large errors from occurring, so gives better results (Fig.
9e,h). These results are close to the ideal case when there is no noise to simulate false contacts.
3.4.2 Effect on Self-Noise Cancellation
In the overall architecture, trajectory control precedes self noise cancellation (see Fig. 5). The motor
command (that is modified by the trajectory control microzone) directly generates the self noise signal,
as well as the parallel fibre signals for self noise cancellation. To demonstrate the effect of trajectory
control on self-noise cancellation, the scenarios summarised in Table 2 were simulated. Results from
these simulations are shown in Fig 10.
When the self-noise learning rate is set to zero, the level of self-noise still varies as the trajectory
is learned (see Fig. 10b,c). This is because the motor command is increased during trajectory control,
the motor command is also used to generate the self-noise, so the level of self noise is increased. The
trajectory-controller affects the magnitude of the signals in the learning rule, so affects the speed of
learning when self noise cancellation is included. This is shown in the increased fluctuations in weights
(which converge around similar values) when trajectory control learning is included (see Fig. 10e).
This is because, trajectory learning affects the magnitude of the parallel fibre signals that are used in
the learning rule for self noise cancellation (increasing PF signals in this case). If the learning rate is















































Figure 9. Simulated results from scenarios in Table 1 showing the affect of noise cancellation on
map calibration. a) Actual (x) and misscalibrated (+) tip locations; b) RMS errors for scenario 1 (o
- note errors small, so hard to see), scenario 2 (+), and scenario 3 (x); c) learned weights for scenario
1; d) learned weights for scenario 2; e) learned weights for scenario 3; f) learned weights over time for
scenario 1; g) learned weights over time for scenario 2; h) learned weights over time for scenario 3.
Scenario Trajectory control Self-noise cancellation
1 No learning Learning using sign of error/
no learning
2 Learning using sign of error Learning using sign of error/
no learning
3 Learning using sign of error Learning using sign of error,
rate normalised by magnitude
of PF signals/ no learning
Table 2: Summary of scenarios simulated to show the affect of trajectory control on self-noise cancel-
lation
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Figure 10.Simulated results from scenarios in Table 2 showing the affect of trajectory control on self-
noise cancellation. a-c) Deflection signals over time with ( ) and without ( ) self noise cancellation
for a) Scenario 1, b) Scenario 2, c) Scenario 3; d-f) Learned self-noise cancellation weights over time,
where the signals weight 1 and weight 2 correspond to the weighting applied to the parallel fibre signals
p1 and p2 respectively, for d) Scenario 1, e) Scenario 2, f) Scenario 3
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relative increase in speed of learning as the parallel fibre signals increase in magnitude.
3.4.3 Effect on trajectory control
The trajectory control microzone is upstream, so unaffected by self noise cancellation, or map calibra-
tion.
4 Discussion
Multiple cerebellar microzones, 42 in total, based on the adaptive filter model of cerebellar function,
have been applied simultaneously to improve sensor trajectory control, sensory noise cancellation and
map calibration in real-time in a whiskered robot platform. The results show that it is possible
to implement a large number of parallel adaptive cerebellar microzones in a real-time robotics task
and in each case they improve the performance in the task. The average improvements, measured
experimentally as the percentage reduction in error, for trajectory control, sensory noise cancellation
and map calibration were 87%, 32% and 82% respectively.
Each adaptive controller used for trajectory control substantially improved on the fixed, under-
gained brainstem controller. In cases where there were reafferent, or self generated, components present
in the whisker deflection signals the adaptive controllers for sensory noise cancellation removed these
contributions and reduced the variance of the whisker deflection signals during active whisking. The
adaptive filters for map calibration also performed well. The results show that even with a relatively
coarse encoding of the sensory space, here represented using just 64 parallel fibres, the algorithm is
capable of significantly reducing the error introduced from a miscalibrated distorted initial map.
4.1 Internal Algorithm
The internal algorithm was based on the adaptive filter model of cerebellar function, the advantages
of this computational approach in comparison to detailed spiking models is considered at length in
[46]. Each task was implemented using the same adaptive filter algorithm but with different external
connections. The only difference in this internal algorithm between tasks was in the different basis
filters used. For map calibration a single filter implementing a unity gain was used, whereas for sensory
cancellation and motor plant compensation a bank of two alpha basis filters were used.
Only a single, unity gain filter is required for map calibration as the target was moved randomly on
a case by case basis, meaning that the cerebellum does not need to supply any predictive information
about the future location of a target. Prior research has shown that a bank of leaky integrator filters
enable accurate calibration during a predictive pursuit task [47]. The number of such filters, and their
time constants is dependent on the characteristics of the moving target, and the accuracy required.
The properties of the decorrelation learning rule mean that any parallel fibres that signals carry
signals uncorrelated with the error signals (i.e. irrelevant signals) will learn associated synaptic weights
that are zero. This means that the bank of basis filters could have included all relevant, as well as any
irrelevant basis filters or input signals.
The fact that in the biological system there are many (up to 180,000 in the human) parallel-
fibre inputs to a given Purkinje cell [48] implies that the majority of the parallel fibre signals carry
information that is weakly, or unrelated to the task. This is supported by experimental evidence
that has shown that the vast majority of synapses between parallel fibres and Purkinje cells are silent
[49, 50, 43].
All parameter values were determined by the experimental conditions, as detailed in the methods
section. The learning rates were set such that fast stable learning could be achieved over the duration of
the experiments and in all cases weights were learned from initially zero. The learning rates themselves
were therefore determined by the experimental conditions, and not driven by biological considerations.
For map calibration, a learning rate 10 times smaller than that for trajectory control and self noise
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cancellation was used, this was to ensure the occasional large errors caused by inaccurately detecting
the target in experiments did not have a significant effect on learning.
To speed learning here, the basis filter outputs were transformed by a fixed matrix, Q to approx-
imately orthonormalise parallel fibre signals. This matrix was estimated from batch Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) of the expected motor command. This step was required to ensure that learning
was fast enough to provide satisfactory performance over the time-span of the robotic experiments,
as well as to compensate expediently for any actuator changes over time. For robotic applications,
where learning needs to occur over short time frames, such a step to speed learning is essential. It is
uncertain if and how optimisation for fast learning might occur in biology, this is discussed further in
Section 4.4.
4.2 Microzone connectivity
For many regions of the cerebellum details of the external connections and the corresponding functions
are poorly understood. The external connectivity of the microzones used here was therefore based in
part on biological evidence and in part on the control requirements of the different robotic tasks.
The scheme for controlling the whisking angle is based on a simplified model of the VOR [51]. The
use of a reference model (M) is an extension of this model, which enables the control of strictly proper
plants [36], but it is at present unclear how this problem is solved in biological systems. The scheme
for noise cancellation is based on adaptive noise cancellation [30, 52, 53], a neural equivalent of which
has been proposed that makes predictions about specific neural connections [52]. Further experiments
are needed to check these predictions. The map calibration architecture used here is proposed as a
way of calibrating a map within the adaptive filter framework. The model also makes firm predictions
concerning external connectivity and the signals carried by component pathways. These predictions
are discussed further in [47], however, further investigation is again required to check them.
The coupling between the architectures for the different tasks proposed here are not directly mo-
tivated by biology, but they raise important questions for biology of how adaptation of one cerebellar
microcircuit can influence and effect performance of other circuits. In the experimental results, cou-
pling between the noise cancellation and trajectory control schemes is evident in the noise cancellation
results: in some cases the variance increased before decreasing due to the increase in input signal
driven by the trajectory control circuit. Gating was needed to avoid learning in certain circumstances
(e.g. a contact will modify the whisker angle trajectory and so result in tracking errors, but as these
errors are caused by an external influence they should not affect or adapt the controller). A similar
gating process has been observed in some motor behaviours [54].
4.3 Robot control
A synthetic, uniform cerebellar chip algorithm that could be plugged into existing systems to fine tune
and improve performance in a range of tasks has great potential for robotic applications. Particularly
in the context of complex, nonlinear, lightweight, multi-degree of freedom robots, where considerable
control efforts are required. A cerebellar chip algorithm could help to reduce the initial control design
effort as initial control structures would need only to provide an approximate solution which could be
tuned using the cerebellar chip algorithm.
To successfully apply many cerebellar chip algorithms concurrently for the control of different
tasks within multi-degree of freedom robots the computational requirements of the algorithm must be
reduced to a minimum. Here, where memory was required for the task (in trajectory tracking and
noise cancellation tasks) we used a bank of two alpha basis filters. These basis provide a compact way
of representing a range of delays and reduce the number of computations required in comparison to
using tapped delay lines. The computational efficiency of our cerebellar chip algorithm enabled us to
apply forty-two separate chips simultaneously during a real time robotics task. This suggests that the
algorithm presented here has promise for the control of complex robots.
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4.4 Limitations and future directions
The biological plausibility of our scheme is in part limited by a lack of detailed knowledge of how
the biological system operates in full. Overall, the biological evidence appears to be consistent in
broad terms with the multizones algorithm proposed here. The next step is to consider more detailed
evidence, that could be provided by testing specific findings generated by the presented results. Key
areas of future work, where the biological solution remains unclear (and so the implications on our
results) include: fast learning, functional difference between microzones, and coupling between learning
in different tasks.
To speed learning, a matrix multiplication is used to approximately orthonormalise parallel fibre
signals. It is uncertain if and how such an orthonormalisation procedure might occur in biology. If it
did, it would likely occur in granular layer processing [55, 36]. It has previously been suggested that
granular plasticity allows optimal basis to be learned overtime [55, 56], with the granular layer using
an architecture that bears resemblance to machine learning algorithms that perform signal orthogo-
nalisation [56, 57]. If and how an orthonormalisation procedure might occur in biology is an intriguing
question.
There is some evidence to suggest functional differences between microzones might occur due to
physiological differences within the microcircuit, as well as the input-output connections [58]. It is
possible that differences in cerebellar function arise not only because of differences in input-output
connections, but also because the cortical microcircuit itself varies from region to region of the cere-
bellum (e.g. see [59]). However, it appears at present that these regional variations are consistent with
predictions from the adaptive filter model of cerebellar function [59] and it is possible that they serve
to change the parameters of the basic algorithm (such as learning rates, or types of basis filters used)
rather than the algorithm itself. However, the issue of actual functional differences between microzones
is very unclear at present. As research into functional differences progresses, an avenue of future work
would be to return to our results to assess how they are impacted by such functional differences.
Our results show that coupling between microcircuits means that learning for one task can impact
performance in other tasks. The coupling between the architectures for different tasks proposed in the
paper is not directly motivated by biology. Another area of future work, is to investigate methods of
coupling between trajectory control and self-noise cancellation within the biological system from the
neuroscientific literature.
5 Conclusions
The experimental results demonstrate it is possible to design and implement a large number of adaptive
cerebellar microzones simultaneously, in real-time, and for each case they improve performance. This
is the first embodied demonstration of the cerebellar chip metaphor. Our analysis demonstrates that
learning in microzones downstream of a given zone impacts performance, therefore learning is coupled
across microzones. Empirically, learning was demonstrated to be stable in each task. This was likely
facilitated by using low learning rates, mitigating the adverse affects of coupling. Further investigation
is required to theoretically analyse the stability of the learning system and also to investigate if this
problem occurs in the biological system, as well as biologically plausible mechanisms for dealing with
coupling.
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